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Get hands-on, practical guidance for using Microsoft SQL  Server Integration Services, the next generation data integration platform  from Microsoft. Integration Services is a powerful tool for business  intelligence, so understanding the essentials--how to develop and deploy  SSIS packages, as well as how to apply these skills to data warehousing  solutions--is critical to harnessing the full benefits of SQL Server. This  step-by-step tutorial teaches you all the essentials for getting started,  including data transformation, scripting, security, and best practices for  developing enterprise-class data integration applications. With STEP BY  STEP, you work at your own pace through hands-on, learn-by-doing exercises.  Whether you're a beginning programmer or new to this version of the  technology, you'll understand the fundamental techniques for using SQL  Server 2005 Integration Services. A companion CD includes data sets and  sample code.     

       Key Book Benefits:
  

-Provides hands-on exercises that help develop proficiency quickly

 -Features expertise from Hitachi Consulting, which creates specialized SQL  Server-based data solutions for corporate customers

 -Includes a companion CD with sample data sets and code     

       About the Author


   Paul Turley manages the development of training solutions for  business intelligence and enterprise reporting at Hitachi Consulting. He  has authored several training courses and books on database design, SQL  Server, Analysis Services, and Reporting Services.

  

Hitachi Consulting, a division of Hitachi Ltd., is a global business and IT  consulting firm serving Fortune 2000 companies. It is a leader in  developing corporate training and custom solutions for business  intelligence and other strategic business needs.       
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ASIC and FPGA Verification : A Guide to Component Modeling (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Today it is still very difficult to verify board or larger system designs through simulation or any other technique.  This important book addresses the largest ingredient needed to make simulation possiblethe availability of integrated circuit component models.  Addressed inside is how to use VITAL extensions and other conventions with VHDL to...
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What's New in Adobe AIR 3O'Reilly, 2012


	This book will detail the various enhancements, new functionalities, and general improvements

	available in this version of the Adobe AIR runtime. Each item is explained

	in detail, and when possible, a series of screen captures and a full code example will be

	provided, enabling you to both grasp the new feature in a visual way, and...
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Critical Incident ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2003
This text presents an overview of the elements that organizations need to address in order to prepare for and respond to network and information security violations.

Most businesses are aware of the danger posed by malicious network intruders and other internal and external security threats. Unfortunately, in many cases the actions they...
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Fractures of the Cervical, Thoracic, and Lumbar Spine (Mechanical Engineering Series)Informa Healthcare, 2002
Spinal trauma is a potentially devastating occurrence associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Fortunately, with improved ‘‘in-field’’ management protocols, ‘‘in-hospital’’ resuscitation measures, and further insight into the pathophysiology of spinal cord injury, progress is being made...
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A Field Guide to Geophysics in Archaeology (Springer Praxis Books / Geophysical Sciences)Springer, 2009
Geophysics operations in archaeology have become well known through exposure on television. However, the technique is presented as the action of specialists and something of a mystery, where people walk about with strange contraptions, and results appear from a computer. This is not the case, however. Some scientific knowledge is needed in order...
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Artificial Intelligence in Power System OptimizationCRC Press, 2013

	With the considerable increase of AI applications, AI is being increasingly used to solve optimization problems in engineering. In the past two decades, the applications of artificial intelligence in power systems have attracted much research. This book covers the current level of applications of artificial intelligence to the optimization...
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